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WHY DEVELOP A SPRAY SIMULATION MODEL?
Spray simulations are used in the
development of many industrial
and environmental technologies:

• Decarbonisation of propulsion
systems for transportation

• Determining the spread of
pathogenic aerosols

• Ensuring correct medicine
dosage delivery for inhalers

Conventional simulation meth-
ods can be prohibitively time-
consuming to run due to the large
number of droplets in sprays
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OBJECTIVES
1. Develop a simulation framework for the droplet region of sprays

which has improved efficiency over existing approaches

2. Incorporate the ability to predict the droplet distribution both spa-
tially and across the range of droplet sizes

3. Implement the model within an established open-source software
package to ensure wide accessibility

HOW CAN WE MODEL DROPLETS?

Model as a
continuous

droplet field

• The Fully Lagrangian Approach (FLA)
calculates the concentration of droplets
by tracking the local deformation of the
droplet field along trajectories [2]

• Requires ∼ 103 times fewer droplets
than existing simulation approaches [1]
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DROPLET FIELD RECONSTRUCTION
• Kernel regression approach

utilises structures within the
droplet field

•

STATISTICAL LEARNING FOR DROPLET CONCENTRATION FIELD RECONSTRUCTION

Kernel regression

Kernel shape and size for each
droplet determined using local
deformation of the droplet field
obtained from FLA data

• Kernel regression of FLA concentration data compared to a conventional Cloud-In-Cell approach for droplets in a synthetic turbulent flow
• Enables a dramatic reduction in the number of droplets required and is ∼100 times quicker whilst retaining a similar level of detail

APPLICATION TO ENGINEERING FLOWS
• Implementation of the FLA as a custom solver within the open-

source computational fluid dynamics software OpenFOAM

• Unsteady gas-droplet flow around a cylinder is representative of
prototypical engineering flows e.g. dust flow past an aerofoil

• Kernel regression of FLA data obtains the detailed droplet size dis-
tribution at a far lower computational cost than existing approaches
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CONCLUSIONS
• Kernel regression is coupled with the FLA to provide a novel data-

driven statistical learning approach for calculation of the droplet
concentration field in unsteady and turbulent flows

• New procedure is able to reconstruct the detail of the droplet spatial
structures and size distribution at a considerably higher computa-
tional efficiency than conventional simulation approaches

• Demonstrates the potential of the FLA methodology for upscaling to
the simulation of industrially relevant spray systems and offering a
step change in the development process of these technologies
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